
Assembly guide klipklap Market Stall D1.2 - short version! 

Parts Stall D1.2

 2  Side parts (Seitenteile)    S
 - with Diagonal supports -  Q

 2  Gabeln  G  (horizontal roof holder)

 3  Auflagestangen (Pins)   A
 - two of them with screw nut M8 
   & butterfley screw M8 x 60 

 1  Tarpaulin (Plane) - 2 crossbars inside 

 1  Desk cover for front & sides

 2  Table boards  80 x 56 cm

1.  Start with the pack of 3 Auflagestangen A , unscrew and select the two with the screw nut M in it, fit 
one of it to one of the Seitenteile S (side parts) - see Pic1 -watch the position of the Diagonal supports Q 
and the screw nut M. Fit the second S to opposite side of A .

2. Take one Q to the side of A where it meets the screw nut M and fix it from the inside with the butterfly 
screw. -  Take the oppositional Q to the side of A where it meets the screw nut M and fix it from the inside 
with the butterfly screw. Now the stall is positioned in right angle. Plug in the third A in top.

3. Plug in Gabel G left and right to Seitenteil S by opening S till it fits to the hinges - see Pic 2. and secure it 
by turning the wooden locking bolts tight. Both Gabel G fit to the outside of the stall /side parts S! 

4. Put the canvas roll on both Gabel G from back side (hands free 
& no weight to support!) then unroll till the inner wooden pins are 
visible. Plug in the pin to the hinges of one end of G and throw the 
canvas over the top. To fit in the canvas to the other end of G 
open the wooden locking bolds of both sides on S to allow G to 
slip out a bit of the hinges - see Pic 2.
Now the loose side of the canvas fits into the hinges of the second 
end of G.

5. Tighten the canvas by pressing G back to the hinges and lock 
them again - see Pic 3.

6. Desk cover to be fit by hook-and-loop fastener to the front, bind them 
at the ends and use flexible buttons to fix the cover below to Seitenteil S.

7.  For transport screw the three Auflagestangen A  to a pack so the 
butterfly screws can not get lost.
Always dry the canvas and store it dry! 

- if you have any questions please call:  
- 0049 33928 29 50 19 or mobile 0049 179 54 212 55  -  post @ klipklap.de
- all assembly guides can be found here:  aufbau.klipklap.de
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